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1. Print all pages on thick card stock paper. 
2. Cut out numbers along black line 
3. Collect suggested supplies: 

 
 Colored pencils, markers, or crayons 
 Black paper (for days 1 and 4) or just black marker/crayon 
 Glitter (day 1: light) 
 Cotton balls (day 2: clouds) 
 Stickers of flowers, trees, plants (day 3) 
 Stickers or paper cut-outs stars, sun, moon  
 Stickers of sea creatures (fish, whales, starfish, etc) and birds 

(day 5) 
 Stickers of animals, insects, and a man (Adam) (day 6) 
 Letter “Z” stickers 

Alternatively, if stickers all or some of these items are not available, 
they may simply be drawn. 

http://domanmom.com/2009/06/days-of-creation-craft/ 

1: God makes Light and Dark 

Suggestions: Glue black paper on bottom half of number 
(to represent darkness). On top half, sprinkle with light 
glitter (light). 

 



3: God separates the dry land from the water: makes all vegetation. 

Suggestions: Color bottom half brown and green (ground) and top 
half blue with waves (water). Add stickers of flowers, plants, etc. to 
bottom half (or draw them). 

2: God makes the Atmosphere 

Suggestions: Color number blue (sky). Rip up small pieces of 
cotton balls and glue to number (clouds). 



4: God makes the Sun and Moon 

Suggestions: Cover number with black paper. Add cut outs (or 
stickers) of stars, the sun, and the moon. 

5: God makes all Birds and Sea Creatures 

Suggestions: Color bottom half dark blue (water) and top half light 
blue (sky). Add stickers (or draw) of sea creatures in water, and 
birds on top. 



 

6: God makes Land Animals, Insects, and Man 

Suggestions: Color number green or brown. Add stickers (or draw) 
various animals and insects. Add sticker or draw picture of Adam. 

7: God Rests 

Suggestions: Color number light, peaceful colors (or leave 
white). Cover with “Z’s” (drawn or stickers). 


